ATTEMPTED UNION OF ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND g
in the commons, where violent speeches abusing the Scots were
listened to without disapproval until the king protested. In vain
Bacon urged that England was not so overpopulatcd that the
influx of a few Scots would make any real difibrencc, that
naturalisation must precede any attempt to assimilate the laws
of the two countries, and that to join them had been the lifelong
effort of Edward I, one of the greatest English kings. He cited
examples from classical as well as modern European history, to
prove how beneficial unions similar to the one in question had
proved, but his hearers remained unconvinced. They closed
their ears to the opinion of the legal advisers of the Crown, that
by the common law the Post-nati (the name given to those born
in Scotland after James's accession) were ipso facto naturalized.
They took up the position that they would have a 'perfect union'
or nothing. By this they meant, as Sir Edwin Sandys stated,, an
incorporating union under which there would be one parliament
and one law for both kingdoms,1
In view of the strength of the national prejudice, James had
perforce to abandon his well-meant plan, and be content with
the verdict at a collusive legal action, usually known as Calvin's
case,2 by which it was declared that the Post-nati were natural-
born subjects of the king of England, Coke recognized that the
action was *the weightiest for the consequent, both for the present
and for all posterity'; and in fact, as the historian of English
law states, it made *a uniform status for natural-born subjects,
not only in England and Scotland, but also in the many lands
which, in the succeeding centuries, were added to the king's
dominions V
This use of the law-courts to declare as already existing law
what parliament was unwilling to enact, was capable of dan-
gerous extension- Both the first Stuarts were prone to appeal
to the judges for confirmation of their own interpretations of
legal points, and to regard them as natural upholders of the
prerogative. This was the more serious inasmuch us there were
1 Th* Parliamentary Diary of Robert Itouyer* *Gtj&<>?, **d. IX 1L Willson (10,31), pp.
»5^-fK Bacon, Works> x, chaps, vi» vtii.
* Kobm Oolvill, or Calvin (afterwards the second Lord OoJvUl of Culrosw) was an
infant born in Kdinburgh, and an action was brought w Iris name rrlativt* to the
ownership of land in England. The immediate point at issue was whether the child
was or was not an alien, because if so he would be disabled from holding land in
England.
3 W, S. Holdsworth, A History $f English Law (1931-26), ix, 80,

